The effective correlation threshold τ e was set to ensure that the relative approximation error || ||A x −Ax|| ||Ax|| remains below 5%. For each of the DOT geometries studied in the paper, a set of 100 random test images were generated. For each of this random test images, we calculated the relative approximation error, E(i) for i = {1, 2, . . . , 100}, as a function of correlation threshold τ . By the end of this process, we obtained 100 values of E(i) for each value of τ and then averaged them to generate a single value of average relative approximation error, E a for each value of τ . Finally, the effective correlation threshold τ e was decided from the plot of average relative approximation error E a vs correlation threshold τ by finding the point where E a goes below 5%. Supplementary Fig. 1a shows such a plot for the DOT geometry of Fig. 1 in the paper. We also plot the dimensionality reduction factor r = n−n n as a function of τ in Fig. 1b .
Setting the Correlation Threshold in Step-1
The effective correlation threshold τ e was set to ensure that the relative approximation error || ||A x −Ax|| ||Ax|| remains below 5%. For each of the DOT geometries studied in the paper, a set of 100 random test images were generated. For each of this random test images, we calculated the relative approximation error, E(i) for i = {1, 2, . . . , 100}, as a function of correlation threshold τ . By the end of this process, we obtained 100 values of E(i) for each value of τ and then averaged them to generate a single value of average relative approximation error, E a for each value of τ . Finally, the effective correlation threshold τ e was decided from the plot of average relative approximation error E a vs correlation threshold τ by finding the point where E a goes below 5%. Supplementary Fig. 1a shows such a plot for the DOT geometry of Fig. 1 in the paper. We also plot the dimensionality reduction factor r = n−n n as a function of τ in Fig. 1b .
Supplementary Figure. 1: Setting of τ e in Step-1 and its effect on dimensionality reduction for the geometry of Fig. 1 in the paper. (a) Plot of average relative approximation error E a vs correlation threshold τ and (b) Plot of % dimensionality reduction factor r vs correlation threshold τ . We set τ e = 0.96 as the effective correlation threshold where E a goes below 5%. For the chosen value of τ e , a reduction of dimensionality (or number of columns of A matrix) as much as 85% was achieved in step-1 of DRO-DOT
Convergence of SALSA
We plot the evolution of the cost function with time in Fig. 2 to illustrate the convergence of our algorithm. The convergence is shown for the phantom experiment in Fig. 1 .
